We study second-order differential operators A with lower-order coefficients in some L q L . We prove the generation of positive, quasi-contractive C semi- 
INTRODUCTION
There is now an extensive literature on Gaussian bounds for heat Ž w x kernels associated with strongly elliptic operators see Davies 8 and c are in L and are real valued. 1, loc Suppose that c g Ł [ L q L and b g Ł for some q G 1. Then
we show that the operator yA generates a semigroup T on L . We prove 2 that in this case T can be extended to consistent, quasi-contractive, Ž . positive C semigroups on L for all p g 1, ϱ . If b g Ł and c g Ł Ž . 6 . Using estimate 3 , we obtain some results about spectral independence, maximal regularity, and analyticity.
The plan of this article is as follows. In Section 1 we state the exact assumptions and the main results. We give some estimates for the coeffi-Ž . cients in Section 2. In Section 3 we derive the key estimate 6 and use it to show that the form E E generates a C semigroup on L . In Section 4, we 0 2
and also give an L ᎐L estimate. We derive the upper Gaussian estimates 1 ϱ in Section 5 and apply these results in Section 6. In this article we fix the open set ⍀ ; R n and use the following Ž . notation. By N and R we denote the set of all natural numbers without 0 q w . and the set of all real numbers, respectively. We use R s 0, ϱ for short. We write L to denote the real Banach space of all functions from ⍀ into p 5 
continuous form E E on some Hilbert space H is called coercive if there 
CONDITIONS AND MAIN RESULTS
We distinguish three different conditions; each one enables us to state interesting theorems. CONDITION 1.1. The coefficients of the form E E satisfy
. . , n, l s 1, 2, and c g Ł , where
The strong ellipticity condition. There exists g 0, ϱ such that
for all g R n and almost all x g ⍀. and c g Ł , where p ) 2 q and p ) q; i.e., any choice of 
Ž . such that T z and T z are consistent for all z g ⌺ . 1 1
If we ha¨e a classical Gaussian estimate of the kernel, then we obtain an analytic semigroup on L , in particular at 0. 1 
COEFFICIENTS
As we are discussing quite general forms E E, we introduce Ł , a larger p space than L , as the space from which the coefficients are taken.
is a Banach space and f is nonin-
Some other properties of the spaces Ł are collected in the following.
To prove part iv , let k s f ⑀ and set f s
To estimate terms in which the coefficients appear, we need the following well-known result. 
Then there exists a constant C g R q such that
We call the infimum of such constants C the Soboleë mbedding constant for n and q. 
Letting o 0, we obtain Ž .
Letting o 0, we obtain by xy F x q y r4.
APPROXIMATION
In this section we prove the key to this article, Theorem 3.3. We use this to prove that E E is a closable, coercive, continuous form. Since we need estimates about L in the next section, we use a substitution and the L p 2
norm. This enables us to approximate the L norm using a technique of
We put together some properties of these functions.
Ž .
Proof. We obtain the derivatives of f by simple differentiation and 
the last inequality of the Lemma is proved.
In Section 5 we need to control ␦. Hence we provide its value in the following theorem.
Assume that Condition 1.1 is satisfied. Then
Ž . Ž . and C resp. C the Sobole¨constant for n and q resp. 2q . Let Ž . Applying this and Lemma 3.2 to 4 , we obtain a.e.
where aЈ x, u,¨s Ý a x Ѩ u x Ѩ¨x and a и, u,¨is the inte-
On F , we have Ѩ wѨ w s Ѩ uѨ¨a.e. Applying this and Lemma 3.2 to
4 , we obtain a.e.
where we used Lemma 2.5, 2.6, and 2.3. By choosing ⑀ s and
⑀ s , the Theorem is proved. We deduce from this the following corollary.
w . continuous with respect to its graph norm u
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 and Eq. 4 we know that 0 
for any u,¨g W 1 . Now we can estimate, by Lemma 2.5,
u, u by 4 and Lemma 3.3, we can continue the estimate by
Using these inequalities, we obtaiň
Together with the Cauchy᎐Schwarz inequality for the symmetric part of E E , this implies
for all ⑀ ) 0. This completes the proof. w . Ž . closable for all g 0, 1 and ␥ g 0, 1 . The closure is a coerci¨e form. The forms E E and E E Ј define equi¨alent norms.
Ž . E E Ј. Fix , ␥ g 0, 1 and let ␦ s ␦ 2, , ␥ in the following. Using Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6, we see that
by 4 and the inequality
derived from Theorem 3.3. Using these inequalities, we obtain 
Ž . for all g 0, 1 , ␥ g 0, 1 . This extension is the well-known Friedrichs extension and is denoted by E E . Using this extension, we can extend Proof. First, we must show that the range of the substitution is in V. 1 
It is well known that in this situation

Ž .
Let u g V and choose u g W such that u ª u in V. Then, by Eq. 4 , 
for n ª ϱ. Thus there exists a subsequence u and a function g g L
Ž . a.e. By the dominated convergence theorem,
This implies continuity, since there is such a dominated subsequence for all subsequences of u . w . Ž . Proof. Fix , ␥ g 0, 1 and ␦ s ␦ 2, , ␥ in the proof. Lemma 3.8 < < < < implies that V is a lattice and u ¬ u is continuous on V, since x ¬ x is Ä 4 smooth on R _ 0 with essentially bounded derivative. Thus we can apply Ž w the Beurling᎐Deny criteria for nonsymmetric forms see Ouhabaz 17,  x. Ž . Theorem 2.4 . Since Ѩ u s Ѩ u1
, we have E E u , u s 0 for
any u g V, and we obtain the positivity of T immediately.
UPPER BOUNDS
From the previous section, we know that there are unique solutions of Ž . CP . In this section we derive upper bounds of these solutions. To do this, we need a simple generalization of Theorem 3.3. 
as in Remark 4.1.
Ž . Proof Proof of Theorem 1.2 . By Corollary 3.9, we have the positivity of the semigroup. Thus we need only show the quasi-contractivity on L . 
From this differential inequality, it follows that
as k ª ϱ, we have 
Ž . Ž . p p
The proposition is finished by a limiting argument.
The subsequent L estimates of semigroup kernels are based on an p w x inequality first derived by Nash. See 16 for a discussion of parabolic
Nash constant.
Proof. By Lemma 4.2 and Proposition 4.3, we have
The last inequality holds by the definition of w .
k, p, u
For positive functions f with f Ј F g q cf on R q , we have
which implies the claim. 
The constants are gi¨en in Remark 4.7.
C e . By definition, we have 
T t
F T tr2 T tr2 F Ct e . Ž . Ž . Ž . L L ŽL , L . L L ŽL , L . L L ŽL , L . 1 ϱ 2 ϱ 1 2
GAUSSIAN ESTIMATES
w x In this section we use a technique developed by Davies 7 to obtain pseudo-Gaussian upper bounds of the kernel of T. We assume Condition 1.5 in this section. 
q c u¨,
for all u,¨g V.
Ž . Ž .
Ž .
, , By approximation, this holds actually for all u g V, from which the lemma follows by a direct calculation.
The exact values of the constants are not needed in the Ž . following, but are given here for completeness. Choosing ⑀ g 0, 1 and analyzing the proof provides 
. Ž . Ž < < . Ž . Together with 7 , we obtain the estimate
Then, by Theorem 1.4 and the values of the constants given in Remark 4.7, w . Ž . then let P s 1, ϱ , otherwise P s 1, ϱ .
Using the resolvent identity and Theorem 1.6, we have 5 5 
